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Abstract 

 

The objective of this paper is to investigate beef producers’ price expectation 

and characterize price volatility response in a rational expectation framework 

for aggregate producers’ supply response in the Namibian beef market. The 

researchers employed the Exponential Generalised Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroskedasticity EGARCH (1, 1) model framework to monthly 

data ranging from January 2000 to December 2013. The study established that 

price uncertainty has a strong influence in the beef market. A ten percent 

increase in the producers’ expectation about future beef price changes induces 

beef producers to sell 3% of their animals instead of keeping stock. Further 

investigation into producer price elasticity response shows that producers 

respond more strongly to price changes in the long-run than in the short-run. 

The result for price volatility shows that there is a negative and significant 

asymmetric price effect. This means that a negative shock in price causes 

more volatility than a positive shock of the same magnitude. In other words, 

producers respond more intensely to a negative shock than a positive one and 

this effect was found to persist to the next period. Other important factors 

investigated are the influence of rain and technical change. The results show 

that producers sell cattle during dry months but withhold them when it rains. 

Influence of technical change was poor. As a result, future investigations need 

to focus on the adoption and the effectiveness of extension services. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural production is highly risky, volatile and unpredictable. There is a risk in 

production because prices are typically volatile, even more volatile than in other 

sectors [1]. This is characteristically so because of perishability in produce, lag and 

seasonality in production, consequently, resulting in inelastic supply constraint [2], 

[3], [4], [1], [10], [5], [6] & [7]. The question is how do producers mitigate these 

constraints? What attitude do they develop towards risk-averse, seeking or risk 

neutral? No matter the position they adopt, studies have shown that their behaviour is 

significantly affected by price volatility According to these studies, price fluctuation 

translates into a significant price risk [8], [4], [1], [9], [6] & [7].As such, an increase 

in price volatility implies higher uncertainty about future prices, a fact that affects 

producers’ welfare. Due to the impact of commodity price volatility on general 

economic activity, an important concern for producers, policymakers and strategic 

analysts is to predict the impact of current and future changes in prices on production 

decision. This concern is based on the notion that producers and market agents are 

rational in the sense that their expectations of price levels and volatility reflect some 

form of adaptive expectation. This means that at any time their expectation of the 

distribution of future prices is a function of what they realised in the past [10] & [5]. 

As a result, supply response is based on the hypothesis that quantity produced 

depends on input prices and producers’ expectation of output price. This notion has 

been widely investigated with mixed results. For example, analysts such as [11] 

showed that producers have negative expectations drawn from past sales which led 

them to conclude that expectations are heterogeneous. This implies that, while some 

studies find positive expectations in some sectors, it could be negative in other sectors 

or countries. 

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to characterize price expectation and 

investigate price volatility response using a variant of the rational expectation 

framework for aggregate producers’ supply response in the Namibian beef market. 

Studies on producer expectation are many in the literature, but no known study has 

been carried out in the Namibia beef sector. A study by [12] measured supply 

response at farm level in four communities ignoring the effects of future price 

expectation on the supply response of the farmers. This study investigates future price 

expectation and price volatility in an aggregate supply response model.Determining 

the magnitude and size of price risk and volatility has important policy implications in 

Namibia. It should be noted that improving the value added to the livestock sector has 

been a major policy imperative since Namibia’s independence in 1990. One of the 

major concerns is Namibia’s concentration of export of live animals to South Africa 

which is seen as detrimental to the long-term development of the sector and the 

economy in general. To address this problem, several ad hoc policies such as cattle 

export levy and sheep export ratios have so far been introduced with strong criticism 
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from farmer’s unions. The aim of these export restrictions has been to allow 

smallholder producers (who may not have access to live export sales) a better value-

adding opportunities and to increase their participation at the local abattoir facilities. 

This is a kind of expectation frontier, whereby increased value adding and job 

creation is expected by policy makers if export is restricted, or put differently; if 

export parity is higher it will discourage exporters and encourage domestic sales 

stimulating supply and growth of the sector in the long-run. On the other hand, 

producers might be worst off due to decreased price of weaners in the short-run. 

Under this dispensation, agents (policy makers, producers and stakeholders) try to 

maximize expected utility of returns under price and/or output uncertainty. Assuming 

this is a rational expectation, the desired outcome will not be realised if the magnitude 

and size of the price-risk trade-offs which affects production are not identified and 

quantified. Because of this reason, this study will investigate whether producers’ price 

expectation and volatility can be used to predict or explain beef cattle supply response 

and also determine the magnitude of such impact. 

A major concern in the literature about modelling price expectation and volatility is 

the selection of an appropriate modelling framework that will properly characterize 

the time-varying nature of unobserved expectations and conditional variance. 

Analysts have used several methods for this purpose. For example, [13], applied 

adaptive expectation model to specify risk as a weighted moving average of the 

squared deviations between lagged expectation and realized outcome. Other methods 

such as time series model were used by [14] & [11]. The problem is that the 

conditional and unconditional variances associated with these models are time-

invariant. [18] proposed the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) 

model which can be used to model time-varying conditional variance. [16] 

generalised the ARCH model, now called GARCH by allowing the conditional 

variance of the error process to be an autoregressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA) process. In the GARCH model, the conditional variance depends not only 

on the past values of the time series but also on a moving average of the past 

conditional variance. Several authors have evaluated the effects of price uncertainty in 

agricultural supply response using the GARCH and multivariate GARCH models[8], 

[3], [1], [9], [6] & [7] Although the GARCH model has been widely used to model 

changing conditional variance, it has some limitations that weaken its theoretical 

appeal and empirical success [17]. 

According to [17], the GARCH model posits positive autocorrelation in the 

conditional variance (i.e. large (small) changes in the conditional variance are 

followed by large (small) changes in either sign) and ignores the fact that the 

conditional variance may be negatively correlated with future changes in prices or 

stock volatility. This implies that volatility is measured only by the magnitude and not 

the sign of the conditional variance. The GARCH model imposes non-negativity 

constraints on the parameters of the model to avoid the conditional variance being 

negative. The implication of this assumption is that the one-period-ahead-forecast 

conditional error variance will always increase if the squared standardised residual 

increases. This assumption does not allow for a situation where, due to random 

oscillatory movements, the conditional error variance could be negative. 
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To increase computational simplicity and empirical success in modelling conditional 

variance, [17], proposed a model called the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model 

which possesses features that are more attractive than those of the GARCH models. 

To ensure that the conditional variance remains nonnegative, it uses the log-linear 

form of the conditional variance (at a given set of time) and the lagged standardized 

residuals, i.e. the log of the variance is conditional on its own past values, as well as a 

function of the standardised residual. 

This study uses EGARCH model to characterize the time-varying conditional mean 

and variance of expected price and volatility in an aggregate supply equation. Unlike 

GARCH, the possibility of asymmetric price volatility effects is determined using 

maximum likelihood estimators in an EGARCH model. Asymmetric price volatility is 

observed when there is different volatility between a decrease and an increase in the 

price of the same magnitude. Positive asymmetry suggests that beef producers react 

faster to price increases than decreases of the same magnitude – an indication of 

market power. Negative asymmetric price volatility suggests that beef producers have 

a weak market position and cannot increase the price to exploit the market, but can 

decrease price to stay in it. Like EGARCH, there are other members of the GARCH 

family that can be used to model asymmetric conditional variance examples are, the 

asymmetric GARCH model called AGARCH [18], the Non-linear asymmetric 

GARCH (NAGARCH), Quadratic asymmetric GARCH (QGARH) and the Threshold 

asymmetric GARCH developed by [19]. Nonetheless, the EGARCH model is chosen 

because of its computational simplicity and ease of interpretation. The empirical 

results of applying this model to monthly data show that: (a) price uncertainty has 

strong positive influence on the beef market, (b) producers respond more strongly to 

price changes in the long-run than in the short-run, (c) price volatility is an important 

factor to be considered by producers when making decision, (d) asymmetric price 

effects result in producer behaviour that see them reacting strongly to volatile changes 

that affect their marketing margin. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First is the brief background of the 

Namibian beef industry. The review highlights the structure and the importance of the 

sub-sector. Second, is the description of the method used in the study, followed by the 

description of the data and the model specification. Empirical results are then 

presented and lastly are the conclusions. 

 

The Namibian Beef market 

The structure and performance of the Namibian agricultural sector are still 

reminiscence of the legacy of the apartheid past. Problems such as distorting policies, 

unclear property rights, limited opportunities for Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) 

and capital constraints still exist. The question is, are these problems favourable for 

agro-enterprise development? In Namibia, agricultural enterprises are still operating 

under government-imposed trade distorting policies. For example, livestock 

marketing is regulated by the Meat Board of Namibia which determines, amongst 

others, import and export regulations in the industry. The livestock border 

demarcation policy established in the 1960s restricts the free movement of animals 

between the South and the Northern parts of Namibia. Accordingly, the North is more 
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disease-prone (especially Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) and other pulmonary 

infections) than the South. Therefore, animals from the north require strict veterinary 

control such as vaccination, quarantine and certifications before they can either be 

transported to the south or exported. Property rights are still unclear; commercial 

farms have better-defined boundaries and exclusive rights while the communal 

farmers have mainly open access grazing rights that limit their profitability and 

sustainability [20]. 

On one hand, there exists the commercial farming sector that is better established, 

capital intensive and export-oriented in their operation. On the other hand are the 

resources-constrained communal farmers. According to the [21], approximately 41% 

of the Namibia’s land area consists of communal tenure farms operated by family 

units on land to which they have user rights but no title, while 44% of the total land 

area is made up of commercial farms operated by individuals who hold title to the 

land. Commercial cattle farming accounts for 51% of the total sectoral output 

whereas, the communal farming represents 46% and hold more than 60% of the total 

cattle population. Despite the disparities in the structure of livestock sector in terms of 

cattle and land ownership, it contributes immensely to the gross domestic value 

(GDP) of the country. Overall, agriculture contributed 4.1% to GDP in 2010, out of 

which the livestock sector contributed 2.2%[22]. 

In terms of marketing, cattle are formally marketed through abattoirs in the Northern 

Communal Areas (NCA), local butchers, and export abattoirs or on the hoof to South 

Africa and occasionally to Angola. The trends in cattle marketing are shown in 

Appendix Figure A1.The figure shows that cattle in Namibia are either marketed to 

export abattoirs or exported on the hoof to the South Africa. On average, 48% of 

cattle were marketed as live exports and 42% were marketed at the export abattoirs 

during the period from 1999 to 2014. The total number of cattle marketed showed an 

average annual growth of 1.2% over the same period. The number of cattle marketed 

during the periods 2000 to 2013 is shown in Appendix Figure A2. According to 

Appendix Figure A2, sales on the hoof to South Africa are more predominant across 

the years. The total number of cattle sold at the export abattoirs for the 2012 and 2013 

periods were estimated to be 112, 561 and 129, 036 respectively. The number sold at 

the butcheries for the periods were 2, 3910 and 33, 423 respectively. A total of 136, 

471 and 160, 459 were sold during the 2012 and 2013 periods respectively. 

Despite the above sales figures, there is a declining trend in the capacity utilisation of 

local slaughter abattoirs. The average utilisation of local slaughter capacity (192 000 

head annually) at the three export abattoirs in the country was 68% in 2008, 68% in 

2009, 66% in 2010, and 57% in 2011[22]. The trends show that there is an under-

utilisation of export abattoir facilities which can be attributed to a number of factors. 

One of such factors is that domestic sales are strongly influenced by export parity and 

the activities of feedlot market at the export destination. Increases in the price of 

yellow maize and other inputs often result in high feed cost in South Africa and 

subsequently a hike in the price of weaner cattle in South Africa leading to an 

increased demand for export by producers in Namibian. In other words, the Namibia 

livestock producers are always on the edge expecting favourable output price changes 

in the export market. 
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Another common denominator of uncertainty is climate variability. Namibia is arid to 

a semi-arid country with limited rainfall. Rainfall is low and highly variable with 

sporadic drought occurrences. Producers sell their animal during drought periods or in 

expectation of a drought spell to avoid stock losses to drought. The same is applicable 

to the expectation of rain; sales tend to be higher during drier months for fear of 

losing animals to lack of water, but drops during rainy days in order to fatten animals 

for next period sale. The combination of low average annual rainfall and high rainfall 

variability poses a great production risk and thus limits greater livestock productivity 

to the northern part of the country where average annual rainfall is higher compared to 

the drier southern Namibia.These and other factors mentioned above contribute to 

price risk and variability in the Namibian beef market. 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 
The empirical model specifies beef equation as a function of expected producer price 

and its conditional variance and a vector of independent variables consisting of input 

prices, time (which stands for a technical change), and rain as additional factors of 

production. 

The equation is represented as follows: 
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Where  
 ,tt and  

 ,1tta are real positive or negative and non-stochastic 

(stationary) scalar sequences and z  is the standardized residuals. The EGARCH 

model considers asymmetric relationships between price and volatility changes and 

thus measures both the magnitude and sign of the standardized residuals. In the 

model, the coefficients are allowed to be negative or positive, which implies that the 

response to price changes could be asymmetrically positive or negative, thus 

measuring the asymmetric impact of shocks as follows: 

   tttt ZEzzzg   . (4) 

If   is insignificant, positive and negative shock have the same effect on volatility. If 

  is < 0, negative shock increases volatility more than a positive shock of the same 

magnitude. 
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The persistence of shock is measured by the absolute value of kb . In equation (3), the 

regularity condition in the EGARCH model requires that 10  kb . If the 

unconditional variance is finite, the absolute value of 1kb . If the coefficient is 

significant, there is a significant evidence of persistence of shock. The smaller the 

absolute value of kb the less persistent volatility will be after a shock. If the value of 

kb approximates unity, the shock will persist into the future. This implies the presence 

of long memory and indicates that the fluctuations in the market will remain for a 

long period of time. 

 

The relative marginal risk premium 

If the point elasticity of supply is known, and the supply elasticity with respect to the 

price variance is known, the relative marginal risk premium for a producer can be 

derived. The relative marginal risk premium is the ratio of the variance and price 

elasticity of supply. [1], developed an indirect cost function model to show how 

relative marginal risk premium can be calculated. The model identifies producers as 

having a constant absolute risk aversion utility function, with price risk being 

conditionally normal. Expected utility can be maximized as a linear mean-variance 

criterion. 

Assuming the farmer’s expected utility function is given as, 

 
  ,

2
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Where y  is the output;  2,p  are the ex-ante mean and variance of price;  wyC ,  is 

the indirect cost function, w  is the input price; and   is the constant coefficient of 

absolute risk aversion. The first order condition for maximization is given as, 

  0, 2  ywyCp y . (6) 

Where marginal cost pC y   and 
2y  is the marginal risk premium. Given the 

optimal supply response as, 

 2,, wpyy  ,  (7) 

  is the risk aversion parameter. If say,   yppyp // , and 

   yy /// 22   , where 
p  is the point elasticity of supply and   is the 

supply elasticity with respect to price variance, differentiating the two functions gives 

the marginal risk premium as a proportion of expected price – the percentage 

departure from the marginal cost pricing. 
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This function was used to estimate the response of price risk in the beef market. 

 

Data and model specification 

The data used in this study are the monthly beef cattle supply, producer price of beef, 

maize spot price and rainfall from 2000 to 2013. Beef cattle supply data was obtained 
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from the Meat Board of Namibia. It consists of the total number of beef cattle 

marketed at export abattoirs and butcheries. The producer price was also sourced from 

the Meat Board of Namibia. The data consist of the average carcass producer price 

measured in Namibian dollars per kilogramme (N$/kg). There was a huge constraint 

in getting input data. As a result, maize spot price was used as a proxy for input 

prices. Maize price was used because maize is a major component of animal feed 

which constitutes a large part of input cost. The South African futures exchange 

(SAFEX) yellow maize spot price was used. The spot price was approximated to the 

Namibian price by multiplying the spot price with the distance between Windhoek 

and Johannesburg. This conversion was necessary in order to convert Johannesburg 

spot price to reflect its Windhoek equivalence, given that SAFEX prices are reflective 

of spot price plus the distance from the point of delivery. This is the same conversion 

rate used by Namibia Agronomic Board. Rainfall is an important parameter in supply 

response. Monthly rainfall data was sourced from the Namibian Meteorological 

Services. All the variables are log transformed, and all prices are deflated with 

consumer price index obtained from the Namibian Statistical Agency. 

 

The empirical model is based on two production-price models representing the 

producer-price structure of the Namibian beef market. The assumptions are that (i) 

producers form expectations about endogenous variables in a manner consistent with 

rational expectation hypothesis, (ii) producers are risk-averse, and that, (iii) beef price 

is a major source of uncertainty in the beef market. Considering the above 

assumptions, price expectation, price volatility and the level of risk (averse, neutral, or 

seeking) was investigated. Following the supply model (1), the beef cattle supply 

response equation is specified as: 
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Where tQSB  is the number of beef cattle supplied to the market in the  

period t . Seasonal dummies itD  are used to account for seasonality in beef cattle 

production. Interaction dummies TDTm  are included to cater for the interaction 

between seasons and time. In other words, the effect of technology is assumed to 

respond to seasonal production pattern. The EPPB and PPBV are the expected 

producer price and the producer price volatility respectively. These are important risk 

factors and are included to capture farmer’s price expectations and volatility. As 

mentioned previously, input cost is proxied by yellow maize price, tYmaz  which is a 

major component of beef input price. Production lags are also included; this is 

represented by 1tQSB and 12tQSB .One and twelve lag structures were used to take 

care of the lags in beef production because producers may not be able to adjust 

production to the desired level during the year. Lastly, one period lag of rain was 

included to represent the impact of rain as a factor of production in the beef industry. 
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Price and conditional variance equation 

The autoregressive order of the producer price shows that it is adequately represented 

by a third-order autoregressive lag. The real producer price equation is given by, 

tTit

i

it TmPPBPPB 2

3

1

0   



 . (10) 

Where tPPB  is the real producer price of beef in time t , TTm  is as defined in 

equation (9), itPPB   is the real producer price at the time 1t , where 3.....,1i  The 

lag structure was determined using general–specific method to be 3.Therefore, three 

lags were used in the estimation. 

 

The conditional variance model is given by equation 3. The EGARCH orders were 

selected by minimizing Akaike information criteria (AIC) and Schwarz-Bayesian 

Information Criteria (SBIC). The EGARCH (1, 1) order was the most appropriate. 

The producer-price models of equation 9 and 10 were modelled simultaneously in an 

EGARCH model using Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation 

procedure implemented using E-views (version 9) statistical package. Following the 

function ttt xyf  ),,( , where ty  is a vector of endogenous variables, tx  is a 

vector of exogenous variables, the FIML finds the vector of parameters   by 

maximizing the likelihood under the assumption that t  is independently and 

identically distributed multivariate random variable with a covariance matrix  . 

Under the normality assumption, the log-likelihood is given as: 

tttt
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The expected price tEPPB  in equation 9 was obtained from equation 10. This 

represents the future expectation of farmers which they formed using producer price 

at 1t . The conditional variance term in equation 9 tPPBV was obtained from the 

conditional variance component of the EGARCH (1, 1) model. Additional cross-

equation restrictions are imposed by the EGARCH (1, 1) model. The assumptions are 

that errors are normally distributed and the Marquardt algorithm was used to obtain 

the maximum likelihood estimates of the system represented by the supply equation 9 

and price equation 10. 

 

 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

Unit root test was performed to determine the time series property of the variables. 

This was conducted using three different unit root tests namely, the augment Dickey-

Fuller, Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin, and Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS 

test. Intercept and trend components were included in the tests. The tests show that the 

producer and maize prices are non-stationary in levels whereas the quantity of beef 

supplied is stationary in levels (Table 1). The result justifies the inclusion of intercept 

and time-trend in the models. 
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Table 1: Results of Unit root test* 

 

 ADF KPSS DF-GLS 

 Null: Unit root present Null: Stationary Null: Unit Root present 

Variable Test-Stat Critical value Test-Stat Critical value Test-Stat Critical value 

PPB -2.7051 -4.0135 5.7103 0.739 -2.8048 -3.4996 

QSB -4.0362 -3.4731 0.23 0.739 -0.6626 -2.5801 

Ymaz -1.7345 -4.0139 0.7805 0.739 -1.8709 -3.4996 

 

*Test were conducted with both intercept and time trend variables. ADF stands for 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test, KPSS stands for Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin 

test, and DF-GLS stands for Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock DF-GLS test. 

 

 

The empirical results are presented in Table 2. The results show that the short-run 

supply price elasticity (EPPB) is positive and significant (Table 2, Row.11:Col.2). 

This result indicates that a ten percent increase in the producers’ expectation about 

future beef price changes induces beef producers to sell 3% of their animals instead of 

keeping stock. This could be because producers perceive expected prices as transitory. 

If the producers do not sell and perhaps hope to increase future production, it is 

uncertain what the price will be. This induces them to sell in the short-run. This result 

is contrary to the findings of [23] in the Botswana beef market who found a negative 

and insignificant result with lagged price but calculated short-run elasticity of 1.511 

with current price ignoring effects of expected price. 

 

Table 2: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Beef Supply Response 

 

 Supply Equation 

 Variables Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Probability 

S/N 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Constant 6.9129 0.9641 7.1707 0.0000* 

2 Dum2 -0.3989 0.1028 -3.8789 0.0001* 

3 Dum10 -0.3370 0.0786 -4.2850 0.0000* 

4 Dum11 -0.5274 0.0870 -6.0599 0.0000* 

5 Dum12 -0.9302 0.1807 -5.1483 0.0000* 

6 Dum2T 0.0026 0.0010 2.7648 0.0057* 

7 Dum3T 0.0022 0.0005 4.2909 0.0000* 

8 Dum10T 0.0023 0.0010 2.3353 0.0195** 

9 Dum11T 0.0031 0.0010 3.2023 0.0014* 

10 Dum12T 0.0033 0.0018 1.8733 0.0610*** 

11 EPPB 0.2722 0.1079 2.5226 0.0116** 

12 PPBV -0.0479 0.0270 -1.7733 0.0762*** 

13 Ymaz -0.0151 0.1454 -0.1569 0.4971 
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14 QSB(t-1) 0.5414 0.0547 9.8985 0.0000* 

15 QSB(t-12) -0.0920 0.0562 -1.6356 0.1019 

16 RAIN(t-1) -0.0001 0.0001 -1.9407 0.0523*** 

17 TIME(t-1) -0.0019 0.0007 -2.5204 0.0117** 

18 R2 0.73    

19 Log Likelihood 73.1026    

20 Durbin-Watson 2.2815    

21 No. Observations 153    

 

 

The study also investigated the impact of feed cost on the producer supply response. 

Twelve lag structures were included in the Ymaz variable, but only lag one was 

significant. Therefore, one lag structure was used. The estimated coefficient for 

yellow maize priceYmaz  is-0.0151. The result has the expected sign but insignificant, 

which implies that though maize price is an important input cost factor, it does not 

significantly explain changes in the Namibian beef cattle supply. 

Other important factors of production included in quantifying producers’ response 

towards price expectation and volatility are the lag of rain and time. Time was used as 

a proxy for technical change. It was included in the model on the assumption that 

technological advancement results in increased efficiency, thus the variable lends 

support to the effect of infrastructural development and technological adoption in the 

beef sector1.The results show that though the time variable is statistically significant, 

the magnitude of the parameter estimate is small and it has an unexpected sign. The 

low magnitude and negative sign of the parameter suggest that available technology is 

not properly utilized. The low value of estimate could be due to lack of capacity 

(resources) for effective transfer of technology and low adoption rate which 

ultimately may result in a decline in the impact of technology. Improper utilization 

may result in losses due to damages, for example, bruises occur to animals as they 

move in between kraals, loading facilities and feedlots, thus condemning the animals 

or reducing their market value. In addition, it may be that the available technologies 

are not suited to the producers, that is, not user-friendly or even not affordable. This 

issue needs further investigation. 

The impact of rain on the supply response is negative and statistically significant 

(Table 2, Row 16: Col. 2). This relationship is as expected because Namibia is arid to 

a semi-arid region with relatively low rainfall in drier southern regions and moderate 

to average rainfall in northern part of the country. There are periods of long dry spells 

resulting in loss of animals; the situation often degenerates into drought events that 

have occurred on many occasions. Because of this, beef producers tend to sell more 

animals during low rainfall for fear of losing them to drought. On the other hand, 

good rains increase the expectation of a good year, with producers withholding their 

animals to improve their weight, in anticipation of selling them during rainless 

periods or drought. 

                                                           
1A lag structure indicates that technological diffusion effects has time lag. 
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There is a mixed result for the different lags of the previous year’s quantity of beef 

supplied. The estimate for the one-period lagged beef cattle supply is positive and 

statistically significant. This indicates that an increase in the previous year’s supply 

results in a statistically significant increase in the current year’s supply(Table 2, Row 

14: Col.2).This is an indication that supply does not adjust instantly and completely to 

changes in expected price and volatility, the adjustment might enter the next period2. 

The estimate for the 12-period lag has a negative sign, but its effect is insignificant as 

product adjustments do not last up to 12 period’s lags. 

The result in Table 2 shows that the expected price volatility PPBV has a negative and 

statistically significant relationship with beef cattle supply (Table 2: Row 12: Col.2). 

This is an indication that price volatility is an important risk factor for the beef 

industry. It has a negative effect on producer’s expectation hypothesis of the future 

production and price. Therefore, price volatility should be considered by producers 

when forming expectations about future production and prices. The historical path of 

the conditional volatility for beef is shown in Figure 1. According to Figure 1, 

volatility peaks in February and April. The result is expected because cattle sales tend 

to increase during the festive month, December; in January sales decline, and pick up 

again from February, March and April when the obligation for school fees and other 

household debts such as vacation increases. The data for constructing conditional 

variance is shown in Appendix Table A2. The average and median values of beef 

volatility are calculated to be 1.1289 and 0.7479 respectively. These values are high, 

an indication of the inability of the producers to control and stabilize prices in the beef 

market which in turn is a sign of low market power. All seasonal and interaction 

dummies included in the supply equation are statistically significant, signifying the 

importance of seasons and seasonal interaction with time. Other parameter estimates 

from the supply model are reported from column 18 to 21 of Table 2. The reported R2 

(Table 2, Row 18: Col 1) indicates that the model provides a reasonable fit to the data 

and Durbin-Watson statistics of 2.2 correctly rejects the presence of first-order 

autocorrelation (Durbin-Watson test result not shown). 

Table 3 panel A shows the results of conditional mean of the producer price. The 

lagged values of producer price and time trend significantly explain changes in the 

conditional mean of the producer price. Table 3 panel B presents the results of the 

estimated coefficients of the conditional variance given by equation 3. The value of 

the volatility persistence parameter b  is (0.6014). It is statistically significant at one 

percent. The magnitude of the parameter is high, an indication that price volatility in 

the beef market is persistent. If volatility is persistent, any shock to conditional 

variance takes a long time to be eliminated. The asymmetric parameter   is negative 

and statistically significant (Table 3: Row 9: Col. 2). This implies that there is a 

negative and significant asymmetric price effect. This signifies that a negative shock 

in price causes more volatility than a positive shock of the same magnitude. The result 

shows that producers respond more intensely in the case of a negative shock than a 

positive one. An example of a negative shock is the sudden rise in input cost that 

reduces the market margin. This behaviour suggests that the beef producers have a 

                                                           
2One period is equivalent to one month 
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weak market position. If they have a strong position, they can manipulate the market 

by increasing their price to adjust to the increased costs. 

 

Table 3: Empirical Results from Price and Variance equations 

 

 Panel A-Price equation 

S/N 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Constant 0.241689 0.016541 14.61128 0.0000* 

2 PPB(t-1) 0.773471 0.035621 21.71366 0.0000* 

3 PPB(t-3) 0.052022 0.029146 1.784896 0.0743*** 

4 TIME(t-1) 0.001356 8.18E-05 16.56547 0.0000* 

5 Panel B-Variance Equation 

6 Col.[1] Col.[2] Col.[3] Col.[4] Col.[5] 

7 Constant -3.761682 0.375716 -10.01203 0.000* 

8 a  2.597291 0.192132 13.51827 0.000* 

9   -0.729213 0.164152 -4.442308 0.000* 

10 b  0.601408 0.060289 9.97545 0.000* 

* = Significant at 1%, ** = Significant at 5%, *** = Significant at 10% 

The relative marginal risk premium (RMRP) was calculated using equation 8. The 

RMRP is the negative of the ratio of variance and the price elasticities of supply [1]. It 

shows the marginal departure from marginal cost pricing. If RMRP is positive, 

producers are risk-averse, if it is less than zero, producers are risk-seeking, and if it is 

equal to zero, producers are risk –neutral, a small and infinitesimal value of RMRP or 

a value equal to or close to zero is an indication that producers’ risk profile is not 

different from neutral. The estimated mean value of RMRP is 0.0221. It is positive, 

meaning producers are risk-averse and it is close to zero, implying there is no strong 

departure from risk neutrality or marginal cost pricing3. The calculated RMRP series 

ranges from a low of 0.2% to a high of 9.22% within the sample period, the average 

being 2.2%. Figure 2 shows the relative risk premium of beef producers. It can be 

noticed that RMRP is high during volatile months such as February to April and less 

during tranquil months. The data for constructing RMRP is shown in Appendix Table 

A2. 

Table 4 shows that the calculated long-run price elasticity of beef cattle supply is 

1.5596. The result shows that the supply of beef is highly elastic in the long-run. That 

is, in the long-run, producers react more strongly to price changes than in the short-

run. The estimated beef short-run price volatility is -0.0479. It is significant and has 

the expected negative sign, indicating that price volatility has a significant negative 

effect on producer supply response. The calculated long-run price volatility is 0.0326. 

The result shows that price volatility in the long-run is less elastic than short-run 

volatility. The positive sign indicates that in the long run producers may develop the 

capacity to cushion the effects of price volatility. 

The diagnostic tests for the EGARCH (1, 1) model adequacy are presented in  

                                                           
3This result is an approximation to the real risk behaviour and should be interpreted 

with care. Further investigation is needed before adequate conclusions are drawn.  
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Appendix Table A1. The result shows that there is no serial correlation and 

heteroscedasticity in the residual of the EGARCH model. The null hypothesis of no 

serial residual correlation was not rejected at all 36 lags for both supply and price 

equation. The null for the ARCH test is that the residuals are homoscedastic. In the 

Lagrange Multiplier test shown in Appendix Table A1, the null was not rejected 

meaning that the residuals are homoscedastic. 

 

Table 4: Elasticities of beef production 2000M1-2013M12 
 

Model Expected price of beef (EPPB) Conditional variance (PPBV) 

 Short-run Long-run Short-run Long-run 

EGARCH estimates 0.2722 1.5596 -0.0479 0.0326 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Conditional price volatility of Beef 

Source: Author’s computation 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The relative maximum risk premium of beef producer 

Source: Authors computation. 
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CONCLUSION 
This paper investigated the supply response for beef cattle in Namibia. The aim was 

to examine producers’ reaction to changes in price expectation and volatility using An 

EGARCH (1, 1) model. The results show that the Namibian beef cattle producers’ 

exhibit a rational type of behaviour in forming price expectation. Price volatility was 

found to have negative and significant effects on the beef production level, indicating 

that it is a major risk factor in beef production. The risk status of the producer was 

further invested to determine whether there is a departure from marginal cost pricing 

hypothesis. To achieve this, the relative marginal risk premium was calculated as a 

proportion of expected price. The results show that the marginal risk premium is 

positive and very low in value, indicating producers are risk-averse, and they could as 

well be regarded as risk-neutral because the value was not far from zero. In other 

words, the beef producers supply response to expected price and volatility changes do 

not depart from marginal cost pricing. However, this result is an approximation to the 

real risk behaviour and should be interpreted with care. 

The results also show that the short-run price elasticity of beef cattle supply is positive 

and inelastic. This result is consistent with results obtained elsewhere [9], [7] & [8].  

It indicates that in the short-run, price increases induce producers to supply more 

animals to the market. The inelastic short-run price elasticity is not surprising given 

that cattle production cycle (from gestation to sale) is about 12-17 months in Namibia. 

There is little time for adjustment, and, besides, market position and cost of 

adjustment contributes to this effect. The long-run price elasticity was found to be 

larger than short-run elasticity, an indication that in the long-run, producers improve 

their capacity to exploit the market; hence, supply becomes more elastic. 

Other factors that influence beef cattle supply include input price, rainfall and the 

effects of technology. The study found that rainfall has a negative relationship with 

beef cattle supply. This is because beef cattle owners sell their animals during dry 

periods in anticipation of drought, but keep them to gain weight for better price when 

it rains. This study found that technology has a negative impact on beef cattle supply. 

This may have resulted from, amongst others things, improper application or slow 

adoption rate of technology. 

Examination of the effects of price volatility shows that beef producers have a weak 

market position due to the presence of a negative asymmetric price effect. Producers 

seem to respond more intensely to a negative price shock which increases price 

volatility more than a positive shock of the same magnitude. 

In summary, the study found that price uncertainty has a strong influence on the beef 

market. As a result, producers may lose market positions due to adverse price and 

volatility effects and may be unlikely to expand to gain scale economies. 
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Figure A1: Trends in the marketing of cattle 

Source: Own computation based on data from the Meat Board of Namibia (2015) 
 

 

 
 

Figure A2: Annual Beef cattle supply from 2000 to 2013. Source: Own calculation 

based on data from Meat Board of Namibia (2013). Note: S-VCF, N-VCF represents 

data from export abattoirs South and North of the veterinary condor fence. 
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Table A1: Serial correlation in the residual of EGARCH (1, 1) model*. 

 

Serial correlation Test-Supply Equation Serial correlation Test-Price Equation 

Q-Stat Probability Q-Stat Probability 

0.169 0.681 1.3747 0.241 

0.4144 0.813 1.4393 0.487 

1.2269 0.747 1.533 0.675 

1.5023 0.826 2.3547 0.671 

1.6035 0.901 8.0766 0.152 

2.6928 0.846 8.0802 0.232 

3.9446 0.786 8.2881 0.308 

4.7237 0.787 8.7982 0.36 

5.2167 0.815 8.9326 0.444 

5.3018 0.87 9.6613 0.471 

5.3377 0.914 9.695 0.558 

7.338 0.834 9.7354 0.639 

9.298 0.75 9.8222 0.708 

9.3746 0.806 9.8234 0.775 

9.5882 0.845 10.401 0.794 

9.7046 0.882 10.402 0.845 

10.978 0.858 10.49 0.882 

13.799 0.742 10.49 0.915 

14.735 0.739 10.832 0.929 

15.099 0.771 11.216 0.94 

15.304 0.807 11.368 0.955 

15.384 0.845 11.391 0.969 

17.732 0.772 11.397 0.979 

22.282 0.562 11.619 0.984 

23.406 0.554 12.035 0.986 

25.256 0.505 12.183 0.99 

25.757 0.532 12.395 0.993 

28.931 0.416 12.448 0.995 

28.953 0.468 12.637 0.996 

31.898 0.372 13.445 0.996 

32.278 0.403 13.476 0.997 

32.515 0.441 13.478 0.998 

33.852 0.426 13.508 0.999 

34.038 0.466 13.636 0.999 

35.571 0.441 14.104 0.999 

37.355 0.407 16.05 0.998 

EGARCH Test** 

LM 0.1652 (0.6844)*** LM 1.4038 (0.2361) 

*Null: There is no serial correlation in the residual of the EGARCH model. ** Null: 

There is no ARCH effect. ***Figures in parenthesis are p-values. 
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Appendix A2 Data for figure 1 & 2 

 

S/N Conditional  

Variance 

RMRP* S/N Conditional  

Variance 

RMRP* S/N Conditional  

Variance 

RMRP* 

1 0.1182 0.0064 57 0.8766 0.0252 113 0.4053 0.0087 

2 0.1267 0.0069 58 0.9733 0.0271 114 0.3678 0.0080 

3 0.2044 0.0107 59 1.1104 0.0292 115 0.2952 0.0065 

4 0.2433 0.0127 60 1.1008 0.0291 116 0.4085 0.0087 

5 0.2171 0.0117 61 1.0202 0.0276 117 0.3589 0.0078 

6 0.1477 0.0084 62 0.9828 0.0270 118 0.4562 0.0096 

7 0.2515 0.0135 63 0.9151 0.0257 119 0.5126 0.0108 

8 0.2031 0.0114 64 0.9796 0.0270 120 0.8330 0.0159 

9 0.2612 0.0144 65 1.0249 0.0281 121 0.5922 0.0119 

10 0.2135 0.0123 66 1.0759 0.0292 122 0.5109 0.0104 

11 0.2927 0.0162 67 1.1646 0.0306 123 0.3624 0.0077 

12 0.3411 0.0188 68 1.2206 0.0315 124 0.3357 0.0072 

13 0.2067 0.0127 69 1.2452 0.0320 125 0.2730 0.0059 

14 0.3079 0.0178 70 1.3387 0.0330 126 0.2260 0.0050 

15 0.2568 0.0156 71 1.4034 0.0337 127 0.1575 0.0035 

16 0.3487 0.0201 72 1.4843 0.0343 128 0.1889 0.0042 

17 0.3702 0.0216 73 1.5875 0.0349 129 0.2004 0.0045 

18 0.4371 0.0250 74 1.7411 0.0355 130 0.2400 0.0053 

19 0.4203 0.0249 75 3.3755 0.0447 131 0.3418 0.0074 

20 0.4884 0.0284 76 1.7518 0.0296 132 0.5278 0.0108 

21 0.5573 0.0317 77 0.8797 0.0178 133 0.7462 0.0143 

22 0.6262 0.0350 78 0.9036 0.0183 134 0.5810 0.0115 

23 0.7440 0.0387 79 1.0046 0.0197 135 0.7289 0.0138 

24 0.7932 0.0413 80 1.2259 0.0224 136 0.7607 0.0144 

25 3.1845 0.0739 81 1.3338 0.0235 137 0.7239 0.0138 

26 3.0129 0.0695 82 1.2738 0.0226 138 0.7745 0.0147 

27 2.8332 0.0654 83 1.3478 0.0233 139 0.8373 0.0157 

28 2.6379 0.0615 84 1.1624 0.0207 140 1.0103 0.0180 

29 2.2189 0.0552 85 0.7926 0.0151 141 1.1007 0.0192 

30 2.0522 0.0521 86 0.3311 0.0071 142 1.3392 0.0217 

31 2.1288 0.0505 87 0.1781 0.0040 143 1.4775 0.0228 

32 2.1089 0.0490 88 0.1962 0.0044 144 1.4066 0.0219 

33 2.1186 0.0476 89 0.1240 0.0028 145 0.9375 0.0157 

34 2.2229 0.0462 90 0.1443 0.0033 146 0.9998 0.0165 

35 2.2034 0.0447 91 0.3361 0.0073 147 10.4005 0.0922 

36 1.8506 0.0396 92 0.3985 0.0085 148 7.3576 0.0760 

37 1.7848 0.0383 93 0.5457 0.0112 149 5.9215 0.0645 

38 1.4924 0.0337 94 0.6456 0.0129 150 5.4464 0.0570 

39 0.8556 0.0229 95 0.7856 0.0151 151 4.3745 0.0482 

40 0.7732 0.0212 96 0.5483 0.0111 152 4.1397 0.0440 
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41 0.6700 0.0190 97 0.5990 0.0121 153 3.9428 0.0404 

42 0.5533 0.0164 98 0.7531 0.0145 154 3.8236 0.0375 

43 0.7000 0.0196 99 0.8059 0.0154 155 3.5370 0.0345 

44 0.5653 0.0165 100 0.6601 0.0130 156 3.4420 0.0324 

45 0.6164 0.0180 101 0.4193 0.0087 157 2.4741 0.0249 

46 0.6981 0.0199 102 0.4629 0.0096 158 1.4346 0.0161 

47 0.7613 0.0215 103 0.4577 0.0095 159 0.5254 0.0068 

48 0.7675 0.0218 104 0.5022 0.0104 160 0.4511 0.0059 

49 0.8400 0.0234 105 0.5588 0.0115 161 0.4007 0.0052 

50 0.7234 0.0209 106 0.5821 0.0120 162 0.3874 0.0051 

51 0.7521 0.0218 107 0.7058 0.0141 163 0.9810 0.0117 

52 0.8451 0.0238 108 0.6347 0.0129 164 1.0018 0.0119 

53 0.6941 0.0205 109 0.5474 0.0113 165 1.0898 0.0127 

54 0.6894 0.0206 110 0.6125 0.0125 166 1.5139 0.0162 

55 0.7479 0.0221 111 0.7116 0.0142 167 1.7377 0.0176 

56 0.8105 0.0237 112 0.4898 0.0103    

*RMRP stands for Relative Marginal Risk Premium. 
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